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Host plant quality, selection history
and trade-offs shape the immune responses
of Manduca sexta
Sarah E. Diamond* and Joel G. Kingsolver
Department of Biology, University of North Carolina, CB-3280, Coker Hall, Chapel Hill,
NC 27599-3280, USA
Immune defences are an important component of fitness. Yet susceptibility to pathogens is common,
suggesting the presence of ecological and evolutionary limitations on immune defences. Here, we use
structural equation modelling to quantify the direct effects of resource quality and selection history,
and their indirect effects mediated via body condition prior to an immune challenge on encapsulation
and melanization immune defences in the tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta. We also investigate allocation trade-offs among immune defences and growth rate following an immune challenge. We found
considerable variation in the magnitude and direction of the direct effects of resource quality and selection
history on immune defences and their indirect effects mediated via body condition and allocation
trade-offs. Greater resource quality and evolutionary exposure to pathogens had positive direct effects
on encapsulation and melanization. The indirect effect of resource quality on encapsulation mediated
via body condition was substantial, whereas indirect effects on melanization were negligible. Individuals
in better condition prior to the immune challenge had greater encapsulation; however, following the
immune challenge, greater encapsulation traded off with slower growth rate. Our study demonstrates
the importance of experimentally and analytically disentangling the relative contributions of direct and
indirect effects to understand variation in immune defences.
Keywords: immune responses; structural equation model; resource quality; domestication;
allocation trade-off; Manduca sexta

1. INTRODUCTION
Pathogens (broadly defined sensu Stock et al. [1]) negatively
impact host survival and reproduction, such that host
immune defences are an important determinant of overall
host fitness [2–4]. Although all plants and animals possess
some form of immune defence [5], susceptibility to
pathogens is common [6]. Given the importance of
immune defences for host fitness, the prevalence of susceptible phenotypes seems paradoxical. Why is there variation
in immune defences?
Immune defence is an evolved trait. Although it is clear
that selection imposed by pathogens, including bacteria,
fungi, viruses and parasitoid natural enemies, has played
an important role in shaping immune defences over
long evolutionary time scales [7,8], the short-term
dynamics of contemporary selection on host immune
defences are less clear. Because there is considerable
spatial and temporal variation among populations in
their exposure to pathogens (e.g. [9– 11]), the question
becomes, to what extent are immune defences limited
by variability in exposure to agents of natural selection?
If contemporary selection is important for maintaining
immune defences, what are the consequences of relaxing
selection on immune defences? Laboratory domestication
of model organisms [12] provides an ideal opportunity to
address this question: selection on immune defences is
often relaxed for domesticated laboratory populations

since they are relatively protected from pathogens compared with their wild population counterparts. Reduced
immune defences of domesticated versus wild populations would suggest contemporary selection is
important for maintaining immune defences.
In addition, ecological factors, operating within a generation, may limit immune defences. Resource quality
and availability largely determine maximum potential
allocation to immune defences, and immune defences
are generally improved with greater resource quality and
availability (both in the laboratory [13 – 15] and in the
field [16]). However, competing demands of growth,
maintenance and reproduction prevent sole allocation of
resources to immune defences [17]. As a result, resource
allocation can impose ecological limits either on immune
defences or aspects of growth, maintenance and reproduction, depending on the current needs of the host
[18 – 20]. An important distinction is that while resources
may directly affect immune defences, resources may also
act indirectly on immune defences. In the latter case,
the effects of resources on immune defences are mediated
via non-immune defence aspects of the host’s biology. For
example, resource quality can impact both immune
defences (see above) and body condition [21], but body
condition can also impact immune defences [22 – 28].
Yet very few studies are able to distinguish the direct
effects of resources on immune defences from their indirect effects mediated via other aspects of the host’s biology.
A recent exception is a study by Smilanich et al. [29] on
immune defences in a nymphalid caterpillar, where
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structural equation modelling (SEM) was used to reveal
significant direct effects of plant allelochemicals on
immune defences and indirect effects mediated through
host metabolism. The extent to which indirect effects of
resources mediate overall immune defences is largely
unknown, but may provide important insight into
ecological limitations on immune defences.
In this study, we examine the relative importance of
the direct effects of resource quality and selection history
(population-level differences in evolutionary exposure to
pathogens), and their indirect effects mediated by body
condition prior to an immune challenge and allocation
trade-offs following an immune challenge on immune
defences in the tobacco hornworm, Manduca sexta. To
accomplish this, we take advantage both of a recent
host plant shift in M. sexta from a typical high-quality
host plant (tobacco; Nicotiana tabacum) onto a novel
low-quality host plant (devil’s claw; Proboscidea louisianica), and the laboratory domestication of M. sexta over
the past 35 years (more than 260 generations) where we
can directly compare two laboratory populations with
the wild field population from which they were originally
derived. We examine two major components of innate
(non-specific) immune defences—encapsulation, involving the layering of haemocytes (immune cells) around
invaders to form a protective capsule, and melanization,
involving the deposition of melanin, a cytotoxic molecule
[30,31]—in response to an abiotic immune challenge.
Encapsulation and melanization represent functional
consequences of immune activation, and are often
strong predictors of survival and performance following
an immune challenge: for example, in M. sexta, experimental reductions in melanization and encapsulation
result in significantly lower survival against biotic
immune challenges [32,33]. Our experimental and
analytical approach (see figure 1 for a complete conceptual map) allows us to examine: (i) the direct effects of
resource quality (tobacco versus devil’s claw) and selection history (wild versus domesticated populations) on
two immune defences, melanization and encapsulation,
(ii) the indirect effects of resource quality and selection
history on immune defences as mediated by body condition, estimated using growth rate prior to an immune
challenge, and (iii) allocation trade-offs between
immune defences and growth rate following an immune
challenge.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Study organisms
The tobacco hornworm, M. sexta L. (Sphingidae), is distributed across tropical and temperate regions of the Nearctic [34].
Feeding is generally restricted to plants in the Solanaceae, but
M. sexta has adopted non-solanaceous host plants (Proboscidea
spp.) belonging to the family Martyniaceae, in the southwestern USA [35,36] where these plants are native, and the
southeastern USA [37] where these plants have been recently
introduced [38]. Here, we use tobacco (N. tabacum) as a
representative of a typical, high-quality solanaceous host
plant, and devil’s claw (P. louisianica) as a novel, low-quality
host plant. In our study area (North Carolina), devil’s claw
is a relatively recent introduction [38], and we have previously
documented significant performance costs associated with
feeding on this host plant [39].
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)
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Figure 1. Structural equation model (path diagram) for the
direct effects of host plant quality and selection history on
melanization, encapsulation and post-challenge growth rates,
and their indirect effects mediated through pre-challenge
growth rate. The levels of the dichotomous variables, host
plant quality and selection history were assigned such that
devil’s claw ¼ 0, tobacco ¼ 1, domesticated laboratory
population ¼ 0 and wild field population ¼ 1. The width of
the path corresponds with the magnitude of the effect. Positive
relationships are indicated by solid lines, and negative relationships by dashed lines. See table 1 for 95% CI of the path
coefficient estimates.
We used three different genetic lines (populations) of
M. sexta, a wild field population and two domesticated
laboratory populations, to assess the consequences of selection history for immune defences. The field population was
established with early instar larvae collected from tobacco
plants at the North Carolina State University (NCSU)
Research Station in Clayton, NC, USA. To minimize parental effects, larvae were reared through one generation on
artificial diet in the laboratory before use in the experiments.
The Duke University (hereafter, Duke) laboratory population came from a colony maintained under standard
larval rearing conditions (artificial diet, constant 258C, 15 h
L : 9 h D photocycle) at Duke University; this population
was established by hybridizing long-term mass-reared colonies from the University of Washington, University of
Arizona and NCSU in 2002 [40]. The University of North
Carolina (hereafter, UNC) laboratory population came
from a colony maintained under the same standard larval
rearing conditions by Gilbert and colleagues at UNC for
over 25 years. Animals in these laboratory colonies are not
exposed to natural enemies or their naturally occurring
host plants at any stage of their life cycle, and are reared on
artificial diet containing antimicrobial and antifungal agents
to reduce exposure to pathogens.
To our knowledge, all major laboratory colonies of
M. sexta are ultimately derived from mass-rearing facilities
in Raleigh, NC, USA [41]. The source population for
these laboratory strains, including the Duke and UNC colonies, came from field collections of eggs from the NCSU
Research Station in Clayton, NC, USA (see above) during
the 1960s.
(b) Experiments and measurements
Tobacco and devil’s claw (tobacco, Coker var. 319; devil’s
claw, International Carnivorous Plant Soc., Inc., Pinole,
CA, USA) were grown from seed in the greenhouse and fertilized every two weeks with Peter’s Pro Solution. The plants
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Table 1. Standardized path coefficient estimates and 95% CI (obtained from n ¼ 500 bootstrap replications) for the direct
effects of host plant quality and selection history on melanization, encapsulation and post-challenge growth rates, and their
indirect effects mediated through pre-challenge growth rate. Host plant quality and selection history are dichotomous
variables, where 0 corresponds with devil’s claw and the domesticated laboratory populations, and 1 corresponds with
tobacco and the wild field population, respectively. Confidence intervals that do not contain 0 are significantly different from
0 at the p ¼ 0.05 level.
path

estimate

95% CI

host plant quality ! encapsulation
host plant quality ! melanization
host plant quality ! post-challenge growth rate
host plant quality ! pre-challenge growth rate
pre-challenge growth rate ! encapsulation
pre-challenge growth rate ! melanization
selection history ! encapsulation
selection history ! melanization
selection history ! post-challenge growth rate
selection history ! pre-challenge growth rate
pre-challenge growth rate ! post-challenge growth rate

0.39
0.72
1.1
0.81
0.90
0.083
0.58
0.46
20.35
20.19
20.59

0.19, 0.60
0.59, 0.85
1.0, 1.3
0.76, 0.86
0.69, 1.1
20.043, 0.23
0.44, 0.71
0.40, 0.53
20.51, 20.21
20.29, 20.09
20.77, 20.43

were five weeks old at the start of the experiment. No pesticides were ever applied to these plants. Eggs of each
population (field and both laboratory colonies) were randomly assigned to host plant species (either devil’s claw or
tobacco). Initial sample sizes were sufficient to produce at
least 15 viable larvae at the time of the immune challenge
(see below); approximately 20–25 hatchling larvae from
each population were assigned to the tobacco treatment,
and approximately 30–35 hatchling larvae from each population were assigned to the devil’s claw treatment. Larvae
were housed in growth chambers (Percival model 36-VL)
under standard conditions (16 L : 8 D photocycle at a constant 258C). Larvae were reared singly in plastic enclosures
(31  16  13 cm) with screened lids, and were fed on cut
leaves kept in water picks until the beginning of the fourth
larval instar.
We assessed two major components of innate immune
defences (non-specific defences common to all plants and
animals [5]), melanization and encapsulation, through the
injection of Sephadex beads (see below) into the host haemocoel. The beads activate the deposition of both cytotoxic
melanin and encapsulating layers of haemocytes (cf. [30]),
similar to the responses against parasitoid eggs or larvae,
and bacterial and fungal pathogens (reviewed in Vilmos &
Kurucz [42]).
We chose the fourth (penultimate) larval instar for assessing growth rates and immune defences because aspects of
immune function such as haemocyte titre decrease immediately prior to and throughout metamorphosis in M. sexta
[43]. All larvae in the experiment were therefore of the
same developmental stage, but not necessarily the same age
or size. To assay growth rates, we recorded development
time to fourth instar and body mass both prior to and following the injection of the immune challenge for each individual
larva. Pre-challenge larval growth rate was used to examine
the potential condition dependence of immune defences,
and defined as: ln(body mass at the beginning of the fourth
instar)/development time to the fourth instar. Post-challenge
growth rate was used to examine potential allocation tradeoffs between immune defences and growth rate, and defined
as: ln(body mass after the immune challenge/body mass at
the beginning of the fourth instar (when the immune
challenge occurred)). The immune challenge interval was
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

constant for all larvae (24 h), so there was no age dependence
for post-challenge growth rates.
After moulting into fourth instar (defined by slippage of
the head capsule), larvae were weighed and then injected
under the base of the left fourth proleg (via Hamilton 7000
series microlitre syringe) with at least 15 (but not more
than 20) Sephadex beads (DEAE-Sephadex A-25, Sigma;
beads were stained with a 0.1 per cent Congo red solution
and dried under UV light) suspended in 5 ml sterile Grace’s
insect medium (Sigma-Aldrich) (sensu [44]). Beads were
injected directly into the haemocoel. Because haemolymph
loss was minimal following injections, the injection wounds
were left unsealed. The injected larvae were returned to
their respective host plants and allowed to feed for 24 h.
After 24 h, body mass was measured (see above), and
larvae were frozen at 2808C. The Sephadex beads were
extracted post-mortem, and mounted in glycerol (SigmaAldrich) on glass slides. During extraction, 10 beads from
each individual were randomly selected for analysis, which
mitigated potential biases arising from non-uniform encapsulation coupled with bead orientation on the slide. Final
sample sizes of individuals from each treatment group of
host plant-by-population (comprising 10 Sephadex beads
from each individual) were 15, except for the domesticated
UNC population that had 30 individuals each for tobacco
and devil’s claw.
Melanization was assayed as a binomial response variable
for each bead: the presence or absence of melanin deposited
either directly on the Sephadex bead or on haemocytes
involved in the encapsulation of the Sephadex bead.
Visualization of melanization was performed using
brightfield microscopy.
Encapsulation (degree of haemocyte aggregation) was
assayed as a continuous response variable, by subtracting
the area of the Sephadex bead from the area enclosed by
the outermost edge of the encapsulating haemocytes. This
yielded a measurement of the total encapsulation area. The
encapsulated Sephadex beads were visualized using a combination of Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC)
and fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss LSM 510 confocal
microscope). A fluorescent image of the Sephadex bead
(the Congo red dye used to stain the Sephadex beads fluoresces) was overlaid on a DIC image of encapsulation. The
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fluorescent image of the bead allowed clear delineation of the
bead edges, and the DIC image allowed clear visualization of
cellular encapsulation (these surrounding haemocytes are
largely transparent, requiring the use of DIC). The encapsulation area and bead area were measured using the Zeiss
LSM Image Browser software. Encapsulation measurements were highly repeatable (based on 10 randomly
sampled beads from each of the six treatment groups; r ¼
0.98, p , 0.0001), so measurement error was not
incorporated into our statistical analyses.
(c) Statistical analyses
We used two types of statistical analysis: linear models to test
the effects of host plant quality (tobacco versus devil’s claw)
and selection history (wild versus domesticated: population
differences in exposure to immune challenges) on pre- and
post-challenge growth rates and melanization and encapsulation immune defences; and structural equation models to
quantify the direct and indirect associations among these
variables. All statistical analyses were performed using R
(v. 2.10.1 [45]). To explore the consequences of variation
in host plant quality and selection history for melanization,
we performed a mixed-model analysis of deviance with melanization (presence/absence) as the response, and host plant
quality, selection history and their interaction as fixed factors.
In most cases, population comparisons were based on linear
contrasts between the wild field population and both domesticated laboratory populations (Duke and UNC); we note
deviations from these particular contrasts in §3 when they
occur. Bead area was included as a covariate to account for
variation in bead size (mean bead size in mm + 1 s.d.:
118 + 24); importantly, bead area did not differ significantly
across host plant quality-by-selection history treatment
groups (F5,1194 ¼ 1.58, p ¼ 0.164). Similarly, to explore the
consequences of host plant quality and selection history for
encapsulation, we performed a mixed-model ANCOVA
with encapsulation area as the response, and host plant quality, selection history and their interaction as fixed factors.
Bead area was included as a covariate. The effects of host
plant quality and selection history on pre- and post-challenge
growth rates were also examined using ANOVA, with pre- or
post-challenge growth rate as the response and host
plant quality, selection environment and their interaction as
fixed effects.
Host plant quality and selection history may affect immune
defences both directly and indirectly where their effects on
immune defences are mediated via pre-challenge growth
rate. Similarly, post-challenge growth rate may be affected
directly by host plant quality, selection history and pre-challenge growth rate. Trade-offs in resource allocation following
an immune challenge may further indirectly alter either
immune defences or post-challenge growth rate. In a strict
sense, ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ may represent relative differences
in the complexity of the relationships between predictor and
response variables: the direct effect, for example, of host
plant quality on immune defences may involve additional,
unmeasured components. Here, we use direct and indirect
to refer to the major structural relationships between the
variables measured in our study, rather than hypothesized
unmeasured variables.
We used SEM (also, path analysis) to quantify the relative
contributions of the direct effects of host plant quality and
selection history on immune defences and post-challenge
growth rate versus their indirect effects mediated via
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

pre-challenge growth rate (figure 1). Because strong multicollinearity among host plant quality and pre-challenge
growth rate (variance inflation factor greater than 10 in
both cases) violated the assumptions of traditional covariance-based SEM, we used component-based SEM (SEM
using partial least squares; SEM PLS) [46,47]. In SEM
PLS, the predictor (exogenous) and response (endogenous)
variables are reduced to principal components, and the predictor components are used to predict the scores on the
response components. Host plant quality and selection
history were included as exogenous variables. Pre- and
post-challenge growth rates and immune defences were
included as endogenous variables; pre-challenge growth
rate structurally mediated relationships between the exogenous variables and immune defences and post-challenge
growth rate. The standardized path coefficients estimated
from the model are regression coefficients (beta weights) of
standardized variables (mean ¼ 0, s.d. ¼ 1). For indirect
effects, individual path coefficients are multiplied along the
path to obtain the total path contribution.

3. RESULTS
Melanization was greater on the typical host plant relative
to the novel host plant, and for the wild field population
compared with the domesticated laboratory populations
(figure 2a). Analysis of deviance detected significant
effects of host plant quality (x2 ¼ 112, p , 0.0001) and
selection history (x2 ¼ 26.2, p , 0.0001), but not of the
interaction between host plant quality and selection
history (x2 ¼ 0.433, p ¼ 0.512), indicating that wild and
domesticated populations had qualitatively similar
responses to variation in host plant quality. Bead area
was non-significant (x2 , 0.001, p ¼ 1).
Similarly, encapsulation was greater on the typical host
plant relative to the novel host plant, and for the wild field
population compared with the domesticated laboratory
populations (figure 2b). ANCOVA detected significant
effects of host plant quality (F1,116 ¼ 18.3, p , 0.0001)
and selection history (F1,116 ¼ 9.76, p , 0.0001), but
not of the interaction between host plant quality and
selection history (F1,116 ¼ 0.528, p ¼ 0.469), indicating
wild and domesticated populations had qualitatively similar responses to variation in host plant quality. Bead area
was non-significant (F1,1079 , 0.001, p ¼ 0.994). We also
secondarily explored differences among the two domesticated populations. Here, the most striking pattern
was the greater mean encapsulation and melanization
of the Duke laboratory population relative to the
UNC laboratory population (F1,88 ¼ 5.31, p ¼ 0.0214;
x2 ¼ 6.75, p ¼ 0.0342, respectively).
Both pre- and post-challenge growth rates (figure 2c,d)
were improved on the typical host plant relative to the
novel host plant (F1,116 ¼ 1250, p , 0.0001; F1,116 ¼
329, p , 0.0001, respectively). Though pre-challenge
growth rates were not significantly different between
the wild and domesticated populations (F1,116 ¼ 1.64,
p ¼ 0.203), post-challenge growth rates were greater for
the domesticated populations compared with the wild
population (F1,116 ¼ 32.9, p , 0.0001). This reflects
the greater growth (and final size) in the last instar
in domesticated versus wild populations [41,48]. The
interaction between host plant quality and selection
history was not significant in the analyses of pre- and
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Figure 2. Mean immune responses and growth rates +1 s.e. (except (a), where 95% binomial confidence intervals are indicated) for the wild field (solid line); UNC domesticated laboratory (dashed line) and Duke domesticated laboratory (dotted
line) populations as a function of host plant quality. Specific responses include: (a) proportion of beads melanized,
(b) encapsulated area, (c) pre-challenge growth rate, and (d) post-challenge growth rate.

post-challenge growth rates (F1,116 ¼ 0.0772, p ¼ 0.782;
F1,116 ¼ 0.0473, p ¼ 0.828, respectively).
We used SEM to quantify the direct and indirect
associations among host plant quality and selection history, pre- and post-challenge growth rates and immune
defences (see above; figure 1 and table 1). The exogenous
variables, host plant quality and selection history were
included in the same SEM since there were no significant
interactions between host plant quality and selection
history from the ANCOVAs for encapsulation and
melanization. The endogenous variables included encapsulation, melanization and pre- and post-challenge
growth rates; pre-challenge growth rate structurally
mediated relationships between the exogenous variables
and encapsulation, melanization and post-challenge
growth rate responses (path diagram is shown in
figure 1). The R 2 values for endogenous variables were
relatively high (R 2 ¼ 0.53, 0.83, 0.66 and 0.69 for encapsulation, melanization, pre-challenge and post-challenge
growth rates, respectively), indicating the hypothesized
SEM adequately fit the data.
SEM confirmed that melanization and encapsulation
were improved with greater host plant quality and for
the wild population relative to the domesticated populations, and that pre- and post-challenge growth rates
were improved with greater host plant quality. We further
used SEM to quantify the relative magnitude of direct
effects of host plant quality and selection history on
immune defences versus their indirect effects mediated
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

via body condition (pre-challenge growth rate). The magnitude of the indirect effect of host plant quality on
encapsulation (host plant quality to body condition
path: 0.81  body condition to encapsulation path:
0.90 ¼ 0.73) was nearly twice the magnitude of the
direct effect of host plant quality on encapsulation
(0.39; figure 1). In contrast, while the magnitude of the
direct effect of host plant quality on melanization was
relatively high (0.72), the indirect effect was negligible
(0.067). Selection history had moderate direct effects
on encapsulation and melanization, but indirect effects
of selection history mediated via body condition were
quite small.
SEM also allowed us to explore potential allocation
trade-offs by examining the relationships between each
of the endogenous variables. Pre-challenge growth
rate—a proxy for condition—had little effect on melanization, but was strongly positively related to encapsulation,
and strongly negatively related to post-challenge growth
rate (figure 1). This indicates that individuals in a better
condition prior to an immune challenge have greater
encapsulation; however, following an immune challenge,
those individuals which allocate more resources to
encapsulation are able to allocate fewer resources to
growth. Interestingly, this allocation trade-off between
post-challenge growth rate and encapsulation was largely
independent of melanization. The growth rate and
encapsulation trade-off is further corroborated by larvae
from the wild field population given a sham injection
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(5 ml sterile Grace’s insect medium at the start of the
fourth instar; devil’s claw reared: n ¼ 8, tobacco reared:
n ¼ 6). Prior to injection, growth rates (residual growth
rates removing the mean effect of host plant quality) of
sham- and Sephadex-injected larvae were comparable
(t ¼ 0.701, d.f. ¼ 42, p ¼ 0.487), but following injection,
growth rates of sham-injected larvae were greater than
those injected with an immune challenge (t ¼ 2.17,
d.f. ¼ 42, p ¼ 0.0354).

4. DISCUSSION
These studies explored how selection history, host plant
quality and allocation trade-offs alter the immune
defences of the tobacco hornworm, M. sexta. Our analyses quantified the direct and indirect paths by which
these factors contribute to immune responses in this
system.
Several recent lines of evidence suggest selection has
played an important role in shaping or maintaining
immune defences. For example, immune genes tend to
have greater rates of amino acid substitution than
random samples of genes [7,8], and signatures of natural
selection on genes involved in immune defences are concordant with variation among populations in their
exposure to different suites of pathogens [49]. However,
comparatively little is known regarding the short-term evolutionary dynamics of immune defences [8]. We used a
population comparative approach to ask whether contemporary selection is important for maintaining immune
defences. The results of our study are consistent with
this hypothesis: both components of immune defences
were reduced for each of the two domesticated laboratory
populations of M. sexta compared with the wild field population from which they were derived over 35 years (more
than 260 laboratory generations) ago. However, we note
that further replication, particularly at the level of the
wild population, would be required to corroborate this pattern. The laboratory environments, in which M. sexta are
protected from natural enemies and bacterial and fungal
pathogens, relaxes selection on immune defences.
Indeed, observational studies of wild populations of
M. sexta have shown that less than 2 per cent of eggs laid
survive to maturity, owing to the combined effects of predation, parasitism and pathogen infection [36]. In contrast,
survival of domesticated populations from egg to maturity
typically exceeds 90 per cent [50]. The fact that there is
greatly relaxed selection on immune defences in domesticated M. sexta, coupled with the fact that two distinct
domesticated populations of M. sexta (from Duke and
UNC) had reduced immune defences compared with
their wild population ancestors, is consistent with our
interpretation that selection is important for maintaining
immune defences. It also implies that caution should be
exercised in generalizing immune defence results of
domesticated laboratory populations to natural populations.
The results of our study provide strong empirical
support for the hypothesis that immune defences are
improved with greater resource quality. We demonstrated
that both melanization and encapsulation immune
defences were improved on the typical, high-quality host
plant, tobacco, relative to the novel, low-quality host
plant, devil’s claw, for all three of our M. sexta populations
(figure 2a,b). Accumulating evidence suggests resource
Proc. R. Soc. B (2011)

quality is an important determinant of immune defences
in an organism’s current environment [13 – 16]. Yet it
seems likely that the relationship between resource quality
and immune defences may alter the probability of an
organism invading and persisting in a novel environment.
This is particularly valid for phytophagous insects, which
tend to be relatively specialized on their host plant
resources [51]. In the case of M. sexta, reduced immune
defences on the novel host plant, devil’s claw, compared
with the typical host plant, tobacco, may be one of the
factors retarding the adoption of devil’s claw as a host
plant in the southeastern [37] and perhaps southwestern
[36] USA. In contrast, a recent study examining
immune defences of the autumnal moth, Epirrita
autumnata, found that immune defences were the same
or better across typical and alternative host plant species,
perhaps facilitating the adoption of alternative host plants
in this species [52]. The relationship between host
immune defences and resource quality may play a key
role in determining the ability of hosts to invade and
persist in novel environments.
Clearly, host plant quality and selection history impact
immune defences, but to what extent are these relationships driven by the indirect effects of host plant quality
and selection history on immune defences mediated via
non-immune defence aspects of the host’s biology?
Recent work by Smilanich et al. [29] has demonstrated
the utility of SEM for disentangling the contributions of
direct and indirect effects to overall immune defences.
In this study, we used SEM to distinguish the relative contributions of the direct effects of host plant quality and
selection history on immune defences from their indirect
effects mediated via host body condition prior to an
immune challenge and allocation trade-offs following an
immune challenge.
In general, we found substantial variation in the relative importance of direct and indirect effects on
immune defences. We emphasize that while direct and
indirect effects refer to the major structural relationships
between the variables measured in our study, in reality
such direct and indirect effects may represent relative
differences in the complexity of the relationships between
predictor and response variables, owing to potentially
important unmeasured variables. In our study, the most
important indirect effect was that of host plant quality
on encapsulation mediated via body condition prior to
the immune challenge, which explained nearly twice as
much of the variation in encapsulation as the direct
effect of host plant quality (figure 1). In our study
system, this result indicates that resource quality most
strongly impacts immune defences indirectly through
body condition; however, the generality of this pattern is
unclear, as most previous work on immune defences
cannot distinguish direct from indirect effects. The
extent to which the accumulating evidence for positive
effects of resource quality on immune defences (see
above) reflects intermediary effects of improved body
condition is therefore an important open question.
In contrast, the indirect effect of selection history on
encapsulation was quite small (figure 1). This result is
not surprising, as wild and domesticated populations of
M. sexta have similar growth rates (our proxy for body
condition) at the beginning of the fourth larval instar
when the pre-challenge growth rate was assessed
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[39,41]. Yet this result does indicate that the reduced
immune defences of the domesticated laboratory populations relative to the wild field population are largely
a direct consequence of domestication rather than
intermediary effects on body condition.
In addition to examining the indirect effects of body
condition prior to an immune challenge, we also used
SEM to investigate indirect effects of allocation following
an immune challenge. The positive association between
pre-challenge growth rate and encapsulation coupled
with the negative association between pre- and postchallenge growth rates suggests an allocation trade-off,
in which encapsulation is maintained at the cost of
slower growth. Much of the positive evidence for tradeoffs with immune defences comes from selection experiments ([6]; e.g. [53,54]), with relatively mixed support
for such trade-offs based on standing genetic variation
(e.g. for positive support, see [55 – 57]; for negative
support, see [58,59]; for mixed support within the same
study system, see [60]). Our result showing that
encapsulation and post-challenge growth rate are related
to pre-challenge body condition in opposite ways is consistent with an allocation trade-off. Particularly for the
wild field population M. sexta, this lends further support
for the importance of allocation trade-offs with immune
defences in natural populations.
Despite encapsulation being costly, the lack of
association between pre-challenge growth rate and
melanization suggests melanization is maintained without
incurring observable costs, either owing to investment in
growth or other aspects of immune defence such as
encapsulation. A possible explanation for this pattern is
that the absolute amount of energy required for encapsulation (a process involving the deposition of large
numbers of haemocytes) may be greater than that for
melanization (a process involving the enzymatic conversion and subsequent deposition of melanin) [61]. An
alternative, but non-mutually exclusive hypothesis is
that the energetic costs of encapsulation and melanization
may differ through ontogeny. In larval Lepidoptera,
including M. sexta, circulating haemocytes—a general
classification of various types of blood cells involved in
immune defences—originate from the proliferation of
embryonically derived haemocytes already in circulation,
and the production of haemocytes from haematopoietic
organs [62,63]. Particularly in more advanced larval
developmental stages, the haematopoietic organs are the
main source of plasmatocytes, or haemocytes involved
in encapsulation, whereas haemocytes already in circulation are the main source of oenocytoids, or haemocytes
containing phenoloxidase, an enzyme necessary for the
conversion of melanin precursors to active melanin [64].
The production of new plasmatocytes in response to an
immune challenge may therefore be more energetically
costly than recruiting oenocytoids already in circulation.
Thus, at the time of the immune challenge in our experiments with M. sexta, the energetic costs of encapsulation
may have been more prominent because they were more
recent compared with the costs involved with melanization. There is a limited amount of empirical
evidence demonstrating a pattern of highly divergent responses among different immune components [65 –68].
The generality of this pattern and the underlying mechanisms are unclear but deserving of further study. SEM may
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prove useful in this regard, and more generally in disentangling the relative contributions of physiological,
ecological and evolutionary factors to variation in
immune defences.
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